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Preparation Tips for the AFCAT Exam 2023
Glide to success with Doorsteptutor material for AFCAT : 

- for all subjects of AFCAT.

As we all know about AFCAT exam is not a cake walk, if you want to clear the AFCAT exam, you have to
get a good score which will also help you to get in the �inal merit list of Indian air force.

In past few years the merit of Indian air force, you could hardly �ind 100 candidates getting merit in.

So, better option is to prepare for the AFCAT exam with a proper planning.

Getting more marks in AFCAT is not dif�icult and can be prepare better with proper planning.

There are here 5 best ways to crack your AFCAT exam preparation.

Know About AFCAT
First of all, do some research on what AFCAT exam is?

Candidates must know the syllabus of AFCAT, types of questions you will face in AFCAT, AFCAT
previous cut off marks, dif�icult and easiest sections in AFCAT question papers etc.

These small things will help you to make a plan for your preparation.

Prepare from AFCAT Previous Question Papers
This is one of the best way to prepare for the AFCAT exam, you will be known that few questions
come from AFCAT previous question papers.

Buy a AFCAT Book
If you are not satisfy to solving previous year question paper and you want to more practice for the
AFCAT, buy a good AFCAT book online. Solve many question as possible you can.

Make Better Decisions
There are many candidates miss out AFCAT exam with few marks, so try to make a better decision to
how much questions you have to answer correctly to pass the exam.

If you look at the past years AFCAT cut off, that is between 125 – 130 marks.

We assume that you want to score minimum 130 marks, for that you have to answer minimum 44
questions correctly.

Every section has 25 questions, if you prepare for two sections perfectly, you could easily score
around 150 marks.

Speed Matters
In any online exam speed is more important factor to crack the exam.

You have to 100 questions solve in 2 hours.

There are few questions where you need just 5 sec to answer a questions.
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General knowledge sections is something you can do with speed, another section is English, and
these sections do not take much time to solve.

Mathematics and Military aptitude will de�initely take more time. So plan accordingly.

Best Pattern to Solve the AFCAT Question Paper
Maths  Military Aptitude  English  GK [If your maths is strong]

GK  English  Aptitude  Maths [If your maths is weak]

Hope these few AFCAT exam preparation tips will make a huge difference in your AFCAT exam. All the
best.


